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Abstract 

In this project, cryptography is implemented using pairwise key generation technique. 

When a node wants to communicate with some other node in the network without sharing 

the information with any other node in the network, it will first check whether the node is 

in its range or not . If they are not in range, they can communicate implicitly i.e. via a node 

in between them. They both will then find a private key between them. Using this key, they 

will be able to share the personal information or data. After receiving the message, the key 

will be destroyed. In cased of a sybill attack a malicious node attack the whole wireless 

sensor network and Blom’s Scheme will help up to detect and destroy any malicious node 

in the network . In this project, we can take the number of nodes as per our choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter-1 

      INTRODUCTION 

1 Introduction 

In the recent years there has been an emminent effort to enhance the security in Wireless 

Sensor Networks in defence & other autonomous organizations. 

 A Wireless Sensor Network is a collection of sensor nodes which are wirelessly linked. 

Key establishment is the technique by which two (or more) entities establish a shared secret 

key. In Blom’s scheme, a trusted party(which is accoiuntable to whole network) gives each 

participantzazsecretzkeyzandzazpublic identifier, whichzenableszanyztwozparticipantszto 

independentlyzcreatezazsharedzkeyzforzcommunicating.  

 

To accomplish security in remote sensor systems, it is essential to have the capacity to 

encode and confirm messages sent among sensor hubs. Because of asset limitations, 

accomplishing such key understanding in remote sensor systems is non-trifling. Blom's 

plan is a symmetric key trade convention utilized as a part of cryptography. However, the 

worries with Blom's plan are the intricacy required in calculation and also memory use. In 

thiszpaper,zwezpropose another keyzpre-disseminationxconspire byzalteringzBlom's 

schemezwhichzdecreaseszthezcomputational multifaceted nature and also memory use. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Develop a system which computes a private key between two nodes in order to 

communicate in a Wireless Sensor Network using Modified Blom’s Scheme and detect if 

any malicious node enters the system and then destroy it. It is made in such a way that no 

other node will be able to know the computed key. 

  

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

It offers good features on network operation with low resource constrains, data aggregation, 

andzsecurity . Thiszresearchzfocuseszon keyzgeneration in wirelesszsensorznetworks and 

using the key generation technique to detect and destroy any malicious node in the network. 

The fundamental objective is on the change of security. Different necessities, for example, 

the adaptability and versatility are additionally considered. The primary undertakings of 

this examination are as per the following:   

1)  To analyse the requirementszofzwirelesszsensorznetworkzkeyzgenerationzand 

existingzproblems. Thezmainzkeyzgenerationzschemeszarezassessedzonzsecurity, 

efficiencyzandzoperationzrequirements.zThezfeatureszofzeachzschemezare 

outlined. 

 

2) Tozpropose a modifiedzkeyzgenerationzschemezbasedzonzexistingzschemes. It 

includes key generation, key usage and key destroy. Thezproposedzschemezshould 

satisfyzmanyzrequirementszofzkeyzgenerationzaszpossible . Using the technique 

detection of any malicious node in the network and destruction of such node. 

 

 

3) To analyse and evaluatezthezproposedzkeyzgenerationzscheme on security 

strengthzandzperformance. Simulationzresultszarezrequiredztozbackzthezanalysis. 

 

 



 

 

 

1.3 ORGANISATION 

 

Chapter 1 highlights the important aspects of the Wireless Sensor Networks which are 

related to the Blom’s Scheme. In this chapter, details of the Sybil attack and a mechanism 

tozachievezsecurityzinzwirelesszsensorznetworkszis discussed. The main focus on 

modified Blom’s Scheme is done so that proposed work can be further continued. 

 

Chapter 2 contains the detailed literature overview of the reviewed research papers, books, 

journals, and conferences. In this chapter, summarized version of the research papers on 

Blom’s scheme of Pairwise Key Distribution Technique to prevent Sybil in Wireless Sensor 

Networks are presented. 

 

Chapter 3 covers the System Analysis which explains important characteristics of the 

project with the help of UML diagrams like data flow diagram, class diagram, and sequence 

diagram  

 

Chapter 4 is the Performance Analysis which contains the screenshots of the developed 

application. This chapter also lists the resource requirements needed for the application to 

run. 

 

Chapter 5  closes with the point by point conclusion and extent without bounds work which 

will be utilized as a managing device for other research researchers to improve the ebb and 

flow work with higher proficiency. 

  



 

 

     CHAPTER 2     

      LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The implementation of this project requires an extensive knowledge of- 

1) Wireless Sensor Networks 

2) Sybil Attack 

3) Cryptography 

4) Blom’s Scheme 

5) Modified Blom’s Scheme 

 

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 

Wirelesszsensorznetworks(WSN),zakazwirelesszsensorzandzactuatorznetworks 

(WSAN),arezspatiallyzdistributedzautarchiczsensorsztozoverseezphysical 

orzenvironmentalzconditions,suchzasztemperature,zsound,zpressure,zetc.andzto 

collaborativelyzpass statisticszthrough theznetwork tozthezmainzlocation. 

The evolution of wirelesszsensorznetworkszwas motivatedzbyzdefencezapplications such 

as battlefieldzmonitoring; today these networkszare used inzmany industrialzand consumer 

applicationsz,suchzas industrialzprocess monitoringzandzcontrol, machinezhealth 

monitoring, andzsozon. 

The WSNziszazcollection of "nodes" – rangingzfromza few tozseveral hundred orzeven 

thousand, wherezeach nodeziszinter-connected tozotherzsensors. Eachzsuch sensor 

networkznode typicallyzconsists ofzthree parts : azradio transceiverzwith anzinternal 

antenna orzconnection to anzexternalzantenna , an electroniczcircuit forzinterfacing with 

the sensorszand an energyzsource, usuallyza batteryzor an embeddedzform ofzenergy 

harvesting. 

 

 



 

 

2.1.1 Applications of WSN’s 

1) Areazmonitoring 

Areazmonitoring is the mostzcommonzapplication of WSNs. In areazmonitoring, the 

WirelesszSensorzNetwork is deployed over a stretch of land/region where some activity is 

to be recorded. Armed forces inspection is an example of use of sensorszdetectszenemy 

invasion; a civilianzexample is thezgeo-fencingzof gas or oilzpipelines. 

2) Healthzcarezmonitoring 

The medicalzapplications of WirelesszSensorzNetwork can be of two typeszwich includes 

wearableztype and thezimplantedztype . Wearablezdevices are usedzon theZbodyzsurface 

of a humanzor justzat nearzthe user. The implantablezmedical deviceszare the devices 

which  arezembedded into the humanzbody. There are many otherzapplications of 

thezWSN  e.g. bodyZpositionZmeasurement and determiningzthe locationzof the person, 

overallzmonitoring of illzand unfitzpatients in hospitals , penitentiarieszand homes. Body 

areaznetworks can collectzinformation about an individual'szhealth, fitness, and energy 

expenditure. 

3) Airzpollutionzmonitoring 

Wirelesszsensorznetworks have been used in aznumber of siteszto monitor the 

concentration(ppm) of dangerouszgasses and substanceszforzcitizens. Ad hoc wireless 

links have an advantagezrather than wiredzinstallations, which  make them morezmobile 

and providezease for testingzreadings in differentzareas. 

4) Forestzfirezdetection 

A networkzof SensorzNodes  installedzin a forestzcan be used to detectzwhether a firezhas 

started. The nodes equipped with sensors can be used tozmeasureztemperature-change, 

humidity, andzconcentration and nature of gasses which are being produced during a forest-

fire. Thanks to WirelesszSensorzNetworks, the early detection is very important 



 

 

firefighters to take any action, the firezbrigade willzbe ableztozknow about the forest fire 

how it is generated and what is the area affected. 

5) Landslidezdetection 

A landslidezdetection system can make usezof azWSN toZdetect thezmovements ofzsoil-

form and changes in variouszenvironmental parameterszthat may occur beforezor duringza 

landslide. The datazgathered using  thezWSN can be used to detect the occurance of 

landslidezbefore happening. 

 

6) Waterzqualityzmonitoring 

Waterzqualityzmonitoring involveszanalyzing propertieszwater properties in various water 

bodies. Use of many wirelesslyzdistributedzsensors enables thezcreation of a 

morezaccurate mapzof the waterzstatus, and allows the permanentzdeployment of 

monitoringzstations in locations withzdifficultzaccess, without the manual retrieval of data. 

 

7) Naturalzdisasterzprevention 

Wirelesszsensorznetworks canzbe used tozprevent many of the naturalzdisasters, like 

drought  , floodsz, femine and earthquakezby predeterminingzthe data from the 

environment and using it to monitor association of one activity with other. 

 

8) Machinezhealthzmonitoring 

WSN have beenzdeveloped forzmachinery andzcondition-basedzmaintenance (CBM) 

.Theyzoffer significantzcost reduction and enableznew functionalitieszto the system. 



 

 

Wirelesszsensors can be placedzin remotezlocations which arezdifficult or impossiblezto 

reachzwith a wiredzsystem. 

9) Datazcenterzmonitoring 

Due tozthezhigh number ofzservers inza data center, cablingzand IP Addresszgeneration is 

a big issue . Tozovercome that problemzof wiring , morezand more serverszare fitted out 

with  wirelesszsensors to sensezthe temperature, sozas to monitor theztemperatures of racks 

of servers. As per ASHRAEzrecommendation ,  up to 6ztemperature sensorszper rack of 

server, giveszan advantagezcompared to traditionalzcable sensors. 

 

10) Datazlogging 

WSN arezalso used forzthe datazcollection and monitoringzof environmentalzinformation, 

this can be ashsimple as the monitoringzof the temperaturefcin a room to the level of water 

in  tankszin power plants. The statisticalzinformation canzthen be used to show how 

systemszhave been working. The mainzadvantage of WSNszover conventionalzsystem is 

the livezdata that is being recorded. 

 

11) Water/wastewaterzmonitoring 

Monitoringzthe qualityzand level ofzwater includeszmany activitieszsuch as checking the 

quality ofzunderground or surfacezwater and ensuringza country’s waterzinfrastructure for 

the benefitzof both humanzandzanimal. It mayzbe used tozprotect the wastagezof water. 

. 

 

 



 

 

2.2 Sybil Attack 

The Sybil Attack is an attack in which the  framework is influenced by making various 

characters in Wireless Sensor Network . It is namedzafterzthe subjectzof thezbook Sybil , 

whichzis a contextualzinvestigation of a ladyzdetermined to have dissociative personality 

issue. The namezwas recommended in or before 2002 by BrianzZill at MicrosoftzResearch. 

In a Sybilzattack, the aggressorzenters thezarrangement of a WSNxby making an extensive 

number of pseudo-unknown personalities, utilizing them to pick up an excessively 

expansive impact. A framework'szweakness to being assaulted by a Sybilzassault relies on 

upon the method utilizing which personalities can be produced, how much the framework 

acknowledgeszcontributions from substances that don't have a chain of trust connecting 

them to a trustedzelement, and whether the notorietyzframeworkztreats all elements 

indistinguishable. 

A substance on a PeerztozPeer system is a bit of intuitivezprogramming having admittance 

to neighborhood assets. An element is made accessible to all different substances of the 

system utilizing a specific personality. More than one character can compare to a solitary 

substance. As such, the mapping of personalities to the substances in the WSN is many to 

one.  

A broken hub or an enemy may introduce different personalities to a distributed system 

with a specific end goal to show up and work as numerous particular hubs. In the wake of 

winding up noticeably some portion of the distributed system, the enemy may then catch 

correspondences or act vindictively. By disguising and displaying numerous personalities, 

the enemy might have the capacity to influence voting results or even significantly 

control the system.  

 

With regards to (human) online groups, such various characters are here and there known 

as sockpuppets. 



 

 

2.2.1 Example of SybilzAttack 

A notablezSybilzattack (in conjunctionzwith a trafficzconfirmation attack) was launched against 

the Tor anonymityznetwork for several months in 2014zby unknownzperpetrators. Many in the 

networkzsecurity communityzsuspect the NSA/CIAzto be responsible for thezattack, and some 

speculatezthat the attack may have beenzconnected to the investigation into the SilkzRoad website. 

 

2.2.2 Preventionzof Sybil\Attack 

Validationztechniques can be utilized to counteract Sybilzassaults and reject 

disguisingzunfriendly elements. Aznearby element may acknowledge a remote character 

in view of a focal expert whichzguarantees a balancedzcorrespondencezbetween a 

personality and a substance and may even give a switch query. A personality might be 

approved either straightforwardly or by implication. Aberrant approval, the nearby 

substance inquiries the focal specialist to approve the remote characters. In aberrant 

approval, the neighborhoodzelement depends on officially acknowledged personalities 

which thuslyzvouch for the legitimacyzof the remote character being referred to. 

Identity basedzapproval procedures, for thezmostzpart, givezresponsibility to the detriment 

of secrecy, which can be anzundesirable exchange off particularly in online gatherings that 

desire to allow control free data trade and openzdiscourse of delicate themes. An approval 

expert can endeavorzto protectzclients' secrecy by declining to perform turn around queries, 

yet this approach makes the approval specialist a prime focus for assault. On the other hand, 

the specialist can utilize some system other thanzinformation of a client's genuine character 

-, for example, check of an unidentified individual's physical nearness at a specific place 

and time - to implement a coordinated correspondencezbetween online personalities and 

true clients. 

  



 

 

2.3 Cryptographyz 

Crypto is gotten from the Greek word "kryptós" which signifies "covered up" or "mystery", 

and graphy is gotten from the Greek word "graphein" which signifies "composing". 

Cryptographyzis the practicezand investigationzof procedures for secure correspondence 

within the sight of outsiderszcalled foes. All the more by and large, cryptography is about 

developing and investigating conventionszthat avoid outsiders or people in general from 

perusing private messages; different parts of data security, for example, information 

secrecy, information uprightness, and verification, are fundamental to present day 

cryptography. Present day cryptographyzexists at the crossing point of the orders of 

arithmeticz,softwarezengineering, andzelectricalzbuilding. Uses of cryptography 

incorporate ATM card 

Cryptography before the modern age was adequately synonymous with encryption, the 

change of data from a decipherable state to evident drivel. Current cryptographyz is 

intensely in view of scientific hypothesiszand softwarezengineering hone; cryptographic 

calculationszare planned around computational hardness presumptions, making such 

calculationszdifficultzto softenzup practicezby any foe. Itziszhypotheticallyzconceivable 

to break such a framework, yet it is infeasible to do as such by any known functional means. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2.3.1 Why Cryptography is necessary for a Distributed System 

Supporting the offices of a circulated framework, for example, asset dissemination, requires 

the utilization of a hidden message passing framework. Such frameworks are, thus, 

dependent on the utilization of a physical transmission arrange, whereupon the messages 

may physically be imparted between hosts. 

Physical systems and, consequently, the fundamental message ignoring frameworks 

assembled are defenseless against attack. For instance, hosts may effectively connect to the 

system and tune in on the messages (or 'discussions') being held. On the off chance that the 

transmissions are in a promptly justifiable shape, the busybodies might have the capacity 

to choose units of data, in actuality taking their data content. 

Besides the robbery of user’s information, which might be in itself of extraordinary esteem, 

there may likewise be framework data being passed around as messages. Meddlers from 

both inside and outside the framework may endeavor to take this framework data as 

methods for either breaking interior get to limitations or to help in the assault of different 

parts of the framework. Two perhaps more awful situations may exist where the assaulting 

framework may alter or embed fake transmissions on the system. Tolerating faked or 

changed messages as substantial could lead a framework into disarray. 

Without sufficient security procedures, Distributed Systems are amazingly helpless against 

the standard sorts of assault illustrated previously. The encryption strategies talked about 

underneath mean to give the missing assurance by changing a message into a frame where 

on the off chance that it was captured in travel, the substance of the first message couldn't 

be expressly found. Such encoded messages, when they achieve their expected 

beneficiaries, nonetheless, are equipped for being changed once more into the first message. 

 

 

 



 

 

2.3.2 Types of key encryption 

1. PubliczKeyzEncryption 

Asymmetriczencryption, also known as public-keyzencryption utilizes a pairzof keys – a 

public keyzand azprivate key. On the off chance that you scramblezinformation with people 

inzgeneral key, just the holder of the relating private key can decodezthe information, 

henceforthzguaranteeingzclassification. 

Manyz"secure"zonline exchange frameworks depend on asymmetriczencryption to build 

up a safezchannel.zSSL, forzinstance, is a convention that uses asymmetric encryption to 

give correspondencezsecurity on the Internet. 

Asymmetric encryptionzcalculations normallyzinclude exponentialzoperations, theyzare 

not lightweightzas far as execution. Hence, topsy-turvyzcalculations are frequently used to 

securezkey trades as opposed to utilizedzfor masszinformationzencryption. 

2. PrivatezKeyzEncryption 

Symmetriczencryption, as the namezrecommends, implieszthat the encryptionzand 

unscramblingzoperations use a similar key. For two imparting parties utilizingzsymmetric 

encryption for secure correspondence, the key speaks to a common mystery between the 

two. 

    

 

 

 



 

 

2.4 Blom’szScheme 

 

 Generationzof the Publiczgrid: Initially, a focal expert or base station initially develops a 

(t + 1) ×N framework P over a limited field GF (q), where N is the extent of the system and 

q is the prime number. P is known to all clients and it can be built utilizing a Vandermonde 

lattice. It can be demonstrated that any t+1 sections of P are straightly autonomous when 

i=1, 2,… N are all particular.  

    

        Figure 1: Vandermode matrix 

 of SecretzKey (Private grid): The focal expert or the basezstation chooses an arbitrary (t + 

1) × (t + 1)zsymmetric lattice S over GFz(q), where S is mystery and just knownzby the 



 

 

focal specialist. A × (t + 1) framework Az= (S. P)T is processed which is required for 

producing the common key. Kz=A. Pz= (S. P) T. P = PT. ST.P = PT.S.P = (A.P)T = KT. 

  

               Figure 2: Generating keys in Blom’s Scheme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2.4.1 Example of Blom’szScheme 

The example below shows the working of proposed Scheme\that uses a random matrix as 

a public key andzgenerates a private key. Let us consider a network withz4 nodeszand the 

following parameters:  

 

1.  Let C be the Central Authority or Base Station.  

 

2. Secure parameter t = 3, which says if more than 3 nodes in the network are 

compromised, it is not possible to find the keys of other users.  

 

3. Prime numberzq= 31.  

 

4. As the public matrix (P) should be of the order (t+1) * (t+1), P can be taken as any 

random (3+1) * (3+1) matrix. 

 

 

5. The secret symmetric matrix can be obtained as follows:  

Let us take a random matrix, 

 

  

We obtain the secret matrix S by taking the product of two matrices A and B, 



 

 

    

6. Now, we calculate matrix A using, 

 A = (S.P)T mod q 

  

    

 

  

7. Once A is calculated, each sensor node memory is filled with unique row chosen 

from A with the corresponding index. These are the private keys for the nodes. 

       KA,B = 

    

 

  KB,A = 

    

As seen above, both the nodes generate a common key and further communication can be 

done using the shared key generated. 



 

 

2.4.2 Disadvantageszof Blom’szScheme 

(1)zAny two sensors can set up a pairwisezkey when there are no traded offzsensors  

(2) Even withzsome nodeszcompromised, the others in the network can stillzestablish 

pairwisezkeys; 

 (3) A nodezcan see the usualzkeys to specifyzwhether or not it can establish azpairwise 

key and thereby helpzreduce communicationzoverhead. 

2.5 Modified Blom’s Scheme 

There are two ways to implement Modified version of the Blom’s Scheme 

Method 1: 

In this technique, we make utilization of the Bloms plot. As expressed before the Blom's 

plan makes utilization of Vandermonde grid which is an open framework and this network 

is in charge of all calculations in producing keys and since it's an open lattice, it could be 

known even to the meddlers. We pick every one of the qualities or components of this 

network to be particular so that any λ + 1 sections of G are directly autonomous i.e., to 

produce extraordinary keys. However, when the estimation of λ increments to bigger 

qualities, then the quantity of lines of the general population framework increment and this, 

thus, brings about a more noteworthy incentive in the sections in light of the fact that the 

segment values increment in a geometric arrangement. We know in remote sensor systems, 

sensor hubs contains restricted memory and vitality, wherein Blom's plan for any two hubs 

to create a typical key, every hub ought to store section of open grid and line of the 

computed mystery framework and this would be troublesome for sensor systems to store 

both the line and segment in the memory for a substantial system.  

Tozreduce the computationzand memoryzoverhead in Blom’shscheme, instead of using 

Vandermondecmatrix zwe propose the use anfAdjacencyyMatrix as the public matrix. As 

the Adjacencyzmatrix is a squareymatrix with 1s and -0s, it reducesethe complexitynof 

calculatingzvalueszfor all the elements corresponding to the columns inzVandermonde 

matrix. This adjacencyzmatrix is formed in such a way that all nodeszthat are neighborszof 



 

 

a particular node are filled with 1s and remaining with q-1(since public matrix cannot 

contain 0s).   

Anotherzadvantage of using Adjacencyzmatrix is it reduceszthe cost of saving the columns 

in the memory of sensorzbecause any node can easily generatezAdjacencyzmatrix of 

known size. Similar to Blom’szscheme the operation which are to be performed tozgenerate 

the keys will depend on the primeznumber i.e., the number whichzdepends on the desired 

key length.  

        

The firstzparallel shape AdjacencyzMatrix iszportrayed in Figure 3. The mainzchange that 

is made to the Adjacency Matrix is every one of thezzeros are supplantedzwith the q-

1(prime number - 1). We can see from Figure 4 that the AdjacencyzMatrixzcomprises of 

just two distinctznumbers one's and q-1(prime number - 1), thus all the furtherzestimations 

will be exceptionallyzstraightforward. Key era strategy is like that utilized as a part of the 

Blom'szplan [7]. Taking after are the means required inzfiguring the key.   

Step 1:zGenerating a G matrix. We first select azprimitive element from a finite field 

GF(q), where q is largerZthan the desiredzkey length (and also q > N), and then construct 

adjacencyzmatrix G of sizezN ×Nzas discussed in the previouszsection depending on the 

node neighbours. Then dependingzon the λ value first λ rows along with N columns are 

selected as the public matrix. Let G (j)zrepresent the jth column of G, in Blom’s scheme G 

(j) is provided to node j but in our case, each node knows itszneighbors and therefore the 

memory usage for storing G (j)zat a node is not required.   



 

 

Method 2: 

Blom's scheme is a capable key organization plot yet its inadequacies consolidate costly 

count overhead and memory cost. We propose another arrangement in this wander changes 

Blom's arrangement in a way that lessens memory and computation costs. 

Let p be a large prime number which is less than the number of nodes in the network. Each 

n user U in the network is assigned a distinct prime number Ru (mod p). Then the main 

authority chooses three random numbers a(mod p), b(mod p) and c(mod p). For each user 

U, the main authority calculates the numbers AU  = a+b.rU (mod p) and  bU  = b+c.rU (mod 

p). Each user U forms the linear polynomial  gU (x) = Au  + bU .x(mod p) . Now, if A wants 

to communicate with B, then A & B computes KAB = GA (RB) and KBA = GB (RA) 

respectively. 

Let us understand this with an example 

• Consider a network consisting of two users A & B. 

•  Let p=23 , rA  = 11 , rB  = 3 . 

•  The main authority chooses three random numbers a=8, b=3, and c=1.  

• Then, aA  = 8 + 11*3(mod 23) = 18 and bA  = 3 + 11*1(mod 23) = 14;   

• aB  = 8 + 3*3(mod 23)=17 and bB  = 3 + 1*3(mod 23) = 6. 

•  Hence, gA (x)  = 18 + 14x and gB (x)  = 17 +6x. 

•  Now, KAB  = gA (rB )mod 8 = 14 and KBA  = gB (rA )mod 8 = 14.  

• Therefore KAB  = KBA. KAB is the private key between A and B. 



 

 

                   CHAPTER-3 

        SYSTEMzANALYSIS 

In this sectionzdiscussed data flowzdiagram, Entityzrelationshipzdiagram. These things are 

represented aszdiagrams with properznotation. 

 

3.1  DatazFlowzDiagram 

The information stream outline is a standout amongst the most imperative instruments 

utilized by the framework examiner DeMarco (1978) Nad Gane Sarson (1979) advances 

the utilization if the information stream graph as displaying apparatuses through their 

organized framework investigation procedures. Anzinformationzstream outline ought to be 

the primary instrument utilized by framework expert to modelzframeworkzsegments.. 

 

 Processes 

Processes demonstrate whatzframeworkzdoes. Eachzprocedure has at least one information 

sources of info and produces at least one information yield, Circleszin anzinformation 

stream outline speak to forms. Each procedure has one of a kind name and number. This 

name and number show up inside the circle that speaks to the procedures in an information 

stream outline. This procedure is spoken to as a circle. 

              

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 DatazStores 

Document or informationzstore is the archive of information. They contain 

informationzthat is held in the framework. Procedureszcan enter thezinformation store or 

recover information from the information store.  

         

 

 

 ExternalzEntities 

Outer elementszare outside the frameworkzyet they either supply inputzinformation into 

the framework or utilize the frameworkzyield, they are substanceszwhich the planner has 

no control. Squarezorzrectangle may speak to outer substances that supplyzinformation 

into a frameworkzor now and then calledzsources. 

 

      

 

DatazFlows 

 Informationzstream, show, the section of informationzin the frameworkzand are spoken to 

lines joining frameworkzparts. A bolt demonstrates the heading of the streamzand the line 

named by the name of the informationzstream. 

 

  



 

 

3.1.1 DFD LEVEL 0 
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Figure 3: DFD Level 0 



 

 

3.1.2  DFD LEVEL 1 
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Figure 4: DFD Level 1 



 

 

3.2 ClasszDiagram 

ClasszDiagram arezvisual portrayals of the staticzstructure and creation of a specific 

framework utilizing the traditions set by the UnifiedzModelingzLanguagez(UML). Out of 

all the UMLzchart sorts, it is a standoutzamongst the most utilized ones. Framework 

architects utilize class outlines as a method for disentangling how questions in a framework 

cooperate with each other. Utilizing class graphs, it is simpler to portray every one of the 

classes, bundles, and interfaceszthat constitute a framework and how these segmentszare 

interrelated. 

Classeszin class diagramszare representedzby boxes that arezpartitioned intozthree: 

1. The topzpartition contains the namezof thezclass. 

2. Thezmiddlezpart contains the class’szattributes. 

3. Thezbottom partitionxshows the possible operations that are associated with the 

class. 

Relationships in ClasszDiagrams 

Classes arezinterrelated to each other in specific ways. In particular, relationshipszin class 

diagramszincludezdifferent types of logicalzconnections. The following are such types of 

logicalzconnections that are possible in UML: 



 

 

Associationz 

Associationzis spoken to by a spotted line with (without) bolts on both sides. The two 

finishes speak to two related components as demonstrated as follows. The assortment is 

likewise said at the finishes (1, * and so forth) to show what number of items are related. 

 

Name     Navigation 

Association 

 

Generalization 

Generalization describes the inheritance relationship of the object oriented world. It is 

parent and child relationship.It is parent and tyke relationship. Speculation is spoken to by 

a bolt with empty sharpened stone as demonstrated as follows. One end speaks to the parent 

component and the flip side tyke component. 

  Child     Parent  

Composition 

 

The graphical portrayal of a creation relationship demonstrates organization as azdiamond 

shapexon the containing class end of the lines that associate contained classes to the 

containingxclass. 

 

 

 



 

 

 Class Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Class Diagram 



 

 

3.3 UsexCase Diagram 

The fundamental motivation behind an utilization case outline is to show who 

communicates with your framework, and the principle objectives they accomplish with it.  

Usexcase diagramszconsist of 4 objects. 

 Actorx 

 Use casex 

 Systemx 

 Packagex 

The objectszare further explained below. 

Actorx 

Actorzin a use casexdiagram is any entity thatzperforms a rolezin one given system. This 

could be a person, organizationzor an externalssystem and usuallyxdrawn like skeleton 

shown below. 

     

 

 

 

UsexCase 

A usezcase representsxa functionxor an action within thefsystem. It's drawn as an oval 

and named with the function. 

     

Use Case 



 

 

Systemx 

The systemxis utilized to characterize the extent of the utilization case andxdrawn as a 

rectangle. This a discretionary component however valuable when you're picturing vast 

frameworks. For instance, you can make all the utilization cases and afterward utilize the 

framework protest characterize the degree secured by your venture. 

 

         System 

 

 

      

Package 

The package is another discretionary component that is greatly valuable in complex charts. 

Like class charts, bundles are utilized to assemble together utilize cases. They are drawn 

like the picture demonstrated as follows. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Package Name 



 

 

 Use Case Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6: Use Case Diagram 



 

 

3.4 Sequencexdiagram 

A Sequencexdiagram is an interactionxdiagram that shows howxobjects operatexwith one 

another andzinzwhatzorder. It is a constructzof a messagezsequence chart. Azsequence 

diagramzshows objectzinteractionszarranged in timezsequence. 

It consists of following objects- 

 Actor 

 Messages 

 Lifelines 

 Loops 

Actorx 

An Actorzmodels a sortzof pretendedzby an elementzthat communicateszwith thezsubject 

(e.g., by trading signsxand information), however which is outer to the subject (i.e., as in a 

case of a performer is not a piece of the case of its relating subject). On-screen characters 

may speak to parts played by humanzclients, outsidezequipment, or different subjects. Take 

note of that a performingzartist does not really speak to a particular physical substance but 

rather just a specific feature (i.e., "part") of some element that is important to the 

determinationzof its related utilize cases. Along these lines, a solitary physical example 

may assume the part of a few unique performing artists and, alternately, a given on-screen 

character might be played by various distinctive occasions. 

          

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Lifelines 

Lifelines are vertical dashed lines that indicate the object's presence over time. 

     

 

 

 

 

Messages 

Messages are bolts that speak to correspondence between articles. Utilize half-arrowed lines to 

speak to Asynchronous messages. Asynchronous messages are sent from a protest that won't sit 

tight for a reaction from the recipient before proceeding with its assignments. 

    

1. Message 

 

 

Loops 

A redundancy or loop inside a diagram is delineated as a rectangle. 

   

    1. Message 

 

 

Lifeline 



 

 

 

 Sequence Diagram 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Sequence Diagram 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3.6 SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

  

Summary of the Simulation Environment 

Simulator JavaScript 

Simulation Area 640 pixels * 480 pixels 

Allocation  Dynamic 

Transmission Range of Legitimate 

node 

200 pixels 

Number of nodes 2 nodes – 80 nodes 

An observation period Variable, by selecting different  

number of nodes 

Communication Direction 0-2π 

Number of nodes communicating 

simultaneously 

2 

Presentation of nodes Simultaneous 

Framework HTML Canvas(p5.js) 

Table 1: Simulation Environment 



 

 

3.7 SYSTEM TESTING 

System testing includes the testing of the computational model of the remote sensor hubs 

delineating the correspondence utilizing Blom's plan and effective runningxof the created 

proposedxframework. The client tests the created framework and the progressions are made 

by the necessities of the framework. The testingxstage includes the testing of the created 

framework utilizing differentxhubs. An intricate testing of information is readied and the 

framework is tried utilizing an alternate number of hubs. While testing, mistakes are noted 

and the redresses are made. The rectifications are likewise noted for the future references. 

The principle expert keeps up the correspondence between the hubs and the hubs are 

conveyed on the framework. 

 

TESTINGx 

Systemxtesting is the phase of usage that is gone for guaranteeing that the framework works 

precisely and proficiently before the live operation initiates. Testing is imperative to the 

accomplishment of the framework. Framework testing makes the consistent suspicion that 

if every one of the parts of the framework are right, then the objective will be effectively 

accomplished. A progression of testing are accomplished for the proposed framework 

before the framework is prepared for the client acknowledgment testing. 

The following are the types ofzTesting: 

1. Unit Testingx 

2. IntegrationxTesting 

3. ValidationzTesting 

4. VerificationzTesting 

5. Userzacceptance testing 

 

 

 

 



 

 

UNIT TESTING 

The procedure level testing is made first. By giving improper inputs, the errors occurred 

are noted and eliminated. Then the testing is done for the individual node. For example 

deployment of the nodes in the given region and partial non-overlapping of nodes in a 2-D 

space. Then the testing is done for the randomly generated nodes. For example, the 

randomly generated nodes are not overlapping and uniform distribution of the random 

nodes in the given space. After this unit testing is done for the click event on the given 

node. For example, each time a click is made the current coordinates of the mouse is 

computed with each of the nodes for the distance and the distance between the nodes and 

the current position is compared with the radius for the click detection. After this, the unit 

testing for the color change event is made when the node is clicked. 

 

INTEGRATIONzTESTING 

Testingzis accomplished by everyzmodule. In the wake of testing every one of the modules, 

the modules are incorporated and testing of the lastaframework is finished with the test 

information, uncommonlyzintended to demonstratezthat framework will work effectively 

in every one of its perspectives conditions. Accordingly, the framework testing is an 

affirmation that all is right and a chance to demonstrate the client that the framework works. 

 

VERIFICATION TESTING 

The last stride includes Validation testing, which decides if programming capacities are as 

clientzanticipated. The end-client than the framework engineer directs this test. Most 

programming engineers as a procedure called "AlphazandzBeta Testing" to reveal that lone 

the end client appears to be ready to discover. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

VALIDATION TESTING 

Validation is a basic idea in programming plan. This is the extension between client 

prerequisites and a usage that fulfills those necessities.  

This is evident in the event that it can be shown that the testing will bring about a usage 

that shows up a couple of months after the fact. This will make two issues 

 The time delay between the cause and appearance of the problem. 

 The effect of the system errors on files and records within the system. 

 

USERzACCEPTANCEzTESTING 

User acknowledgment testing of a framework is the key  factor in considering the 

achievement of the framework. The framework under review is tried for the user 

acknowledgment by always staying in contact with the forthcoming framework user 

whenever creating and rolling out improvements at whatever point required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

    CHAPTER-4 

                PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

4.1 SCREENSHOTS 

1. Run index.html 

  

Case 1: When nodes are not in range 

1. Select the first node 

 



 

 

2. Select the second node 

 

 

Case 2: When nodes are in range 

1. Select the first node 

 

 



 

 

 

2. Select the second node 

 

 

2.Intoduce malicious node on network 

 



 

 

2.1 Malicious node try to establish link with other neighbouring nodes & in return legitimate node 

identifies malicious node using bloms’s scheme 

 

 

2.2 Legitimate node tries to destroy malicious nodes using the signal strength 

 1st malicious node destroyed  

 



 

 

 

2nd malicious node gets destroyed 

 

 

3rd Malicious node gets destroyed and legitimate nodes broadcast system is secure 

 



 

 

4.2  RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

 

Hardware Requirements 

                     Processor-Used PENTIUM III 866Mhz 

                      RAM 256 MB SD RAM 

                      Monitor 15” COLOR (RESOLUTION>640*480)  

                     Hard Disk 20GB 

                     Floppy Drive NA 

                      CD Drive NA 

                     Keyboard STANDARD 102 KEYS 

                      Mouse 2 BUTTONED 

    

   Table 2: Hardware Requirements 

 

Software Requirements 

                 Operating System WINDOWS XP 

                     Environment .NET Framework 3.5 

       Language & Web Technology JAVASCRIPT 

 

Table 3: Software Requirements  



 

 

             CHAPTER-5 

         Conclusion and Future Scope 

It is concluded that the application functions admirably and fulfill the reproduction 

imperatives. The application is tried exceptionally well and mistakes are legitimately 

repaired. The application works as indicated by the imperatives given in the individual 

framework. Promote upgrades and improvements can be made to the application so that the 

application capacities seem alluring and in a more helpful way than the present one. 

Each application has its own faults. The venture has secured every one of the prerequisites. 

Advance prerequisites and upgrades should effortlessly be possible since the coding is for 

the most part organized and particular in nature. Changing the current modules or including 

new modules can affix enhancements. Promote improvements that can be made to the 

application are – 

1) Better UI (User Interface) can be given to the program.  

2) A better architecture can be chosen so as to support the functioning of large number 

of nodes.  

3) A better way of loading the sound files can be administered so as to increase the 

performance. 

4) The  motion of the nodes can be mapped according to the perlin nose in 2D so as to 

provide a more fluid motion of nodes over the space.  

5) The code can be provided with more modularity which will include well-defined 

functions with a better design pattern. 

6) The nodes in the system can be provided with a better battery draining algorithm 

while being attacked. 

7) The application can be provided a mechanism for evenly distributing the nodes and 

avoid clustering of nodes in the network using a probability based approach. 
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   Appendices 

Code  

var broadcast="Network Secure"; 

var flag=false,mflag=false,cflag=false; 

var r1=[],r2=[]; 

var range=200; 

var nodeid=0,did=0; 

var time=0.01; 

var balls=[],malicious=[],maliciousneighbours=[]; 

var total=5; 

var count=0; 

var s1,s2; 

var selected=0; 

var lamda,s,G,D,m,t,f,bg,alertsound,normalsound; 

 

function preload(){ 

  alertsound=loadSound('alertsiren.mp3'); 

  //normalsound=loadSound('normal.mp3'); 

} 

 

function setup() {  

//normalsound.loop(); 

//lamda=computeLamda(total); 

  //s=2; 

  //G=computePublicMatrix(); 

  //printPublicMatrix(G); 

  //D=computePrivateMatrix(); 

  //printPrivateMatrix(D); 

  //m=multiply(D,G); 

  //t=transposeMatrix(m); 



 

 

  //f=multiply(t,G); 

  //display(f); 

  createCanvas(600,600); 

  background(0); 

  insertNodes();   

}  

 

function draw() {  

 

  if(mflag){ 

    //normalsound.stop(); 

    alertsound.play(); 

  } 

  else 

    alertsound.stop(); 

  //normalsound.play(); 

   

  background(0); 

 

  if(malicious.length==0) 

    mflag=false; 

 

  if(mflag==true) 

    background(200,0,0,100); 

  else 

    background(0,0,200,0); 

   

  for(var i=0;i<balls.length;i++){ 

    balls[i].move(); 

    balls[i].display(); 

  } 



 

 

   

  if(flag===true){  

    for(var i=0;i<malicious.length;i++){ 

      malicious[i].move(); 

    malicious[i].display(); 

  } 

  } 

   

  if(selected==1){ 

    computeInRange(s1); 

  } 

  if(mflag==true) 

    background(200,0,0,100); 

   

  if(selected==2){ 

    if(dist(s1.x,s1.y,s2.x,s2.y)>=range){ 

        stroke(255,0,0); 

        line(s1.x,s1.y,s2.x,s2.y); 

    } 

    else{ 

        stroke(100,205,0); 

        line(s1.x,s1.y,s2.x,s2.y); 

    } 

    computeInRange(s1); 

    computeInRange(s2); 

 

    if(mflag==true) 

    background(200,0,0,100); 

    else 

    background(0,0,200,0); 

    } 



 

 

     

 

    if(malicious.length>0 && mflag==true){ 

      //var abc=[]; 

      for(var i=0;i<malicious.length;i++){ 

      computeInRange(malicious[i]); 

        } 

        if(mflag==true) 

    background(200,0,0,100); 

         else 

    background(0,0,200,0); 

    stroke(0); 

  } 

 

} 

 

function keyTyped() { 

 

  if (key === 's') { 

    spawnMaliciousNodes(3); 

    flag=true; 

  } 

 

  if (key === 'l') { 

    mflag=true; 

  } 

 

if (key === 'b') { 

      console.log(broadcast); 

  } 

 



 

 

if (key === 'm') { 

    for (var i = 0; i <malicious.length; i++) { 

      console.log("Malicious id:"+malicious[i].id); 

    } 

  } 

 

  if (key === 'd') { 

   if(bflag==true){ 

      for (var i = 0; i <malicious.length; i++) { 

      if(malicious[i].id==did){ 

        malicious.splice(malicious.indexOf(malicious[i]), 1); 

      } 

    } 

   } 

  }   

 

} 

 

function mousePressed(){ 

   

  for(var i=0;i<balls.length;i++){ 

    var d=dist(balls[i].x,balls[i].y,mouseX,mouseY); 

    if(d<=balls[i].r*2){ 

      if(selected==0){ 

        s1=balls[i]; 

        balls[i].a=255; 

        balls[i].b=0; 

        r1=computeInRange(s1); 

        ellipse(balls[i].x,balls[i].y,balls[i].r*2,balls[i].r*2); 

        selected++; 

        break; 



 

 

      } 

      else if(selected==1){ 

        s2=balls[i]; 

        balls[i].a=255; 

        balls[i].b=0; 

        r2=computeInRange(s2); 

        ellipse(balls[i].x,balls[i].y,balls[i].r*2,balls[i].r*2); 

        selected++; 

        break; 

      } 

    }//end if 

     

  }//end for 

} 

 

function Ball(x,y,type){ 

  this.id=++nodeid; 

  this.x=x; 

  this.type=type; 

  this.y=y; 

  this.xoff=random(50),this.yoff=random(50,100); 

  this.inbox=[]; 

  this.outbox=[]; 

  this.w=255; 

  this.r=16; 

  this.x=constrain(x,this.r,width-this.r); 

  this.y=constrain(y,this.r,height-this.r); 

  this.battery=this.r*2; 

  this.a=100; 

  this.b=255; 

 



 

 

  this.send=function(txt,receiverid){ 

  this.outbox.push([receiverid,txt]); 

  } 

 

  this.receive=function(txt,senderid){ 

  this.inbox.push([senderid,txt]);   

  this.inbox.splice(100,this.inbox.length-1); 

  this.checkAuthenticity(senderid); 

  } 

 

  this.checkAuthenticity=function(senderid){ 

    //console.log(inbox[0].senderid); 

  if(this.inbox.length>0){ 

    console.log(senderid); 

    if(senderid>total){ 

      broadcast="Mallicious Node detected with senderid :"+senderid; 

      bflag=true; 

      did=senderid; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      //communicate 

    } 

//console.log(this.broadcast); 

  } 

  } 

 

  this.display=function(){ 

    smooth(); 

    fill(this.a,0,this.b); 

    noStroke(); 



 

 

 

    ellipse(this.x,this.y,this.r*2,this.r*2); 

    fill(this.w); 

 

    if(this.type==0) 

    this.battery-=time*0.01; 

    else 

        this.battery-=time; 

 

 

    if(this.battery<0) 

      this.battery=0; 

  

    ellipse(this.x,this.y,this.battery,this.battery); 

     

    fill(200, 2); 

  rect(0, 0, width, height); 

  // write the text in black and get its bounding box 

  fill(100); 

  var 

t="id:"+this.id+"\nx:"+Math.floor(this.x)+"\n"+"y:"+Math.floor(this.y)+"\n"+"battery:"+(

Math.round(this.battery * 100) / 100); 

        text(t,this.x-10,this.y+30); 

          stroke(255); 

    fill(120,-12); 

    }; 

   

  this.move=function(){ 

    this.x=map(noise(this.xoff+=0.001),0,1,0,width); 

    this.y=map(noise(this.yoff+=0.001),0,1,0,height); 

    this.x=constrain(this.x,this.r,width-this.r); 



 

 

  this.y=constrain(this.y,this.r,height-this.r); 

  }; 

   

} 

 

function establishLink(b1,b2){ 

  var txt = "crypto"; 

  //console.log(b1.id); 

  //var txt = crypto.randomBytes(20).toString('hex'); 

  b1.send(txt,b2.id); 

  b2.receive(txt,b1.id); 

}; 

 

function computeInRange(s){ 

 

  fill(255,80); 

  ellipse(s.x,s.y,range*2,range*2); 

    var r=[]; 

  for(var i=0;i<balls.length;i++){ 

      if(s==balls[i]) 

        continue; 

      else{ 

          if(dist(balls[i].x,balls[i].y,s.x,s.y)<=range){ 

          r.push(balls[i]); 

          //stroke(20,0,200 ); 

          if(mflag==true){ 

            //console.log(s); 

            establishLink(s,balls[i]); 

          } 

          line(balls[i].x,balls[i].y,s.x,s.y); 

 



 

 

      } 

      } 

  } 

  fill(255,80); 

  return r; 

} 

 

function insertNodes(){ 

    var xval=random(width); 

    var yval=random(height); 

  //  var b=new Ball(xval,yval); 

  while(count<total){ 

    var overlapping=false; 

    xval=random(width); 

    yval=random(height); 

 

      for(var j=0;j<balls.length;j++){ 

        { 

            if((dist(xval,yval,balls[j].x,balls[j].y)<=balls[j].r+balls[j].r) || (xval<balls[j].r || 

yval<balls[j].r || xval>width-balls[j].r|| yval>height-balls[j].r)){ 

                overlapping=true; 

              break; 

            }  

        }   

      } 

     

    if(!overlapping){ 

      b=new Ball(xval,yval,0); 

      balls.push(b); 

      count++; 

    } 



 

 

} 

} 

 

 

 

function spawnMaliciousNodes(n){ 

  var xval=random(width); 

    var yval=random(height); 

  //  var b=new Ball(xval,yval); 

  var mcount=0; 

  while(mcount<n){ 

    var overlapping=false; 

    xval=random(width); 

    yval=random(height); 

 

      for(var j=0;j<malicious.length;j++){ 

        { 

            if((dist(xval,yval,malicious[j].x,malicious[j].y)<=malicious[j].r+malicious[j].r) || 

(xval<malicious[j].r || yval<malicious[j].r || xval>width-malicious[j].r|| yval>height-

malicious[j].r)){ 

                overlapping=true; 

              break; 

            }  

        }   

      } 

     

    if(!overlapping){ 

      b=new Ball(xval,yval,1); 

      b.a=100; 

      b.b=100; 

      b.w=0; 



 

 

      malicious.push(b); 

      mcount++; 

    } 

} 

} 

 

 

function computeLamda(total){ 

    var x=total; 

    while(!isPrime(x)) 

      x--; 

  return x; 

  } 

 

function isPrime(value) { 

    for(var i = 2; i < value; i++) { 

        if(value % i === 0) { 

            return false; 

        } 

    } 

    return value > 1; 

} 

 

function computePublicMatrix(){ 

var G= new Array(lamda); 

for (var i = 0; i <= lamda; i++) { 

  G[i] = new Array(total); 

    for(var j=1;j<=total;j++){ 

        G[i][j-1]=Math.pow(Math.pow(s,j),i); 

    } 

} 



 

 

  return G; 

} 

 

function printPublicMatrix(G){ 

  console.log("2D public:\n"); 

for (var i = 0; i <= lamda; i++) { 

  var str=""; 

    for(var j=0;j<total;j++){ 

      str+=(G[i][j]+" "); 

    } 

  console.log(str); 

} 

} 

 

function computePrivateMatrix(){ 

  var D= new Array(lamda); 

for (var i = 0; i <= lamda; i++) { 

  D[i] = new Array(lamda); 

    for(var j=0;j<=lamda;j++){ 

        if(i==j) 

          D[i][j]=Math.floor(random(500)); 

        else if(i<j){ 

          D[i][j]=Math.floor(random(1000)); 

        } 

      else if(i>j) 

          D[i][j]=D[j][i]; 

    } 

} 

  return D; 

} 

 



 

 

function printPrivateMatrix(D){ 

  console.log("2D private:\n"); 

for (var i = 0; i <= lamda; i++) { 

  var str=""; 

    for(var j=0;j<=lamda;j++){ 

      str+=(D[i][j]+"  "); 

    } 

  console.log(str+"\n"); 

} 

} 

 

function display(m) { 

  for (var r = 0; r < m.length; r++) { 

    console.log(" "+m[r].join(' ')+" \n"); 

  } 

} 

 

 


